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Today’s Topics
• Questions / Comments?
• Algorithm Analysis
• One problem --- three solutions with three 

different running times



Algorithm Analysis
• Some common functions (in increasing order) used in analysis are

– constant functions      (e.g.         f(n) = 10                            )

– logarithmic functions    (e.g.         f(n) = log(20n)                  )

– log squared      (e.g.         f(n) = log2(7n)                   )

– linear functions      (e.g.         f(n) = 3n – 9                     )

– N log N      (e.g.         f(n) = 2n log n                  )

– quadratic functions      (e.g.         f(n)  = 5n2  + 3n                )

– cubic functions      (e.g.         f(n)  = 3n3  - 17n2 + (4/7)n )

– exponential functions      (e.g.         f(n)  = 5n                           )

– factorial functions      (e.g.         f(n) = n!                            )
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Algorithm Analysis
• Growth rates of functions are different than being able to say one 

function is less than another 

– e.g. n2 + 100 is greater than n3 for many initial values but as n 

increases above some value, n3 will always be bigger

• The constant being multiplied by the dominant term is generally 

ignored  (except for small amounts of input)

• Big O notation ignores the constant multipliers of the dominant term 

and we say a phrase like:  

– linear search is big Oh en

– when we mean that the linear search algorithm's time complexity 
grows linearly (based on n, the number of items in the search 
space).
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Algorithm Analysis
• Let's look at that sorting algorithm page 

• http://math.hws.edu/eck/js/sorting/xSortLab.html

• We will examine several runs of different algorithms and see how long 

they take.
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Algorithm Analysis
• When examining an algorithm, we usually count how many times a 

certain operation (or group of operations) is performed.  
– e.g. How many times a loop iterates, or a nested loop, or a 

sequence of statements, etc.

• This will lead us to determining the time complexity of the algorithm.

• We can consider best-case, worst-case and average-case scenarios.

• As a very simple example, let us consider the best-case, worst-case and 

average-case of the linear search algorithm.
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Algorithm Analysis
• Let's consider 1 problem and 3 ways to solve it (using 3 different algorithms) 

and we'll analyze the running times of each.

• The Maximum contiguous subsequence problem:

– Given an integer sequence A1, A2, ..., AN, find (and identify the sequence 

corresponding to) the maximum value of j
k=i Ak  .  The maximum 

contiguous subsequence sum is zero if all are negative.  Therefore, an 

empty sequence may be maximum.

• Example input: { -2, 11, -4, 13, -5, 2 }  the answer is 20 and the sequence is 

{ 11, -4, 13 }

• Another: { 1, -3, 4, -2, -1, 6 } the answer is 7, the sequence is { 4, -2, -1, 6 }
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Algorithm Analysis
• The simplest is an exhaustive search (brute force algorithm.)

– that is, simply consider every possible subsequence and compute its 
sum, keep doing this and save the greatest

– so, we set the maxSum = 0 (b/c it is at least this big) and we start at 
the first element and consider every subsequence that begins with 
the first element and sum them up ... if any has a sum larger than 
maxSum, save this ...

– then start at second element and do the same ... and so on until start 
at last element

• Advantages to this: easy to implement, easy to understand

• Disadvantages to this: slow

• Let's examine the algorithm.

– decide what is a good thing to count

– count that operation (in terms of the input size)
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Algorithm Analysis
• Let's consider this inefficient maximum continuous subsequence 

algorithm.
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Algorithm Analysis
• With a bit of observation it should be apparent that the line that does 

the summing:
sum += seq[i];

• is the one that executes the most and therefore is the good thing to 

count.

• The two outer loops we had analyzed in other context before to know 

that they execute n*(n+1)/2 times.  The innermost loop iterates a 

different number of times for each of the outer loops iterations.

• It turns out that the number of times the summing line executes is: 

n*(n+1)*(n+2)/6 which is a O(n3) algorithm.
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Algorithm Analysis
• The exhaustive search has many unnecessary computations.

• Notice that j
k=i Ak = Aj   + j-1

k=i Ak 

• That is, if we know the sum of the first j-1 elements, then the sum of 

the first j elements is found just by adding in the jth element.

• Knowing that, the problem can be solved more efficiently by the 

algorithm that we are about to analyze.
– We won't need to keep adding up a sequence from scratch
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Algorithm Analysis
• The second algorithm that we'll analyze uses the improvement just 

mentioned and the running time improves (goes down.)
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Algorithm Analysis
• A further improvement can come if we realize that if a subsequence has 

a negative sum, it will not be the first part of the maximum 

subsequence.
– Why?

• Also, all contiguous subsequences bordering a maximum contiguous 

subsequence must have negative or 0 sums.
– why?
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Algorithm Analysis
• A further improvement can come if we realize that if a subsequence has 

a negative sum, it will not be the first part of the maximum 

subsequence.
– Why?
– A negative value will only bring the total down 

• Also, all contiguous subsequences bordering a maximum contiguous 

subsequence must have negative or 0 sums.
– why?
– If they were >0, they would be attached to the maximum sequence 

(thereby giving it a larger sum).

• Those two aren't too hard to see, but by themselves won't allow us to 

reduce the running time to below quadratic. 

• Let's go a bit further. 
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Algorithm Analysis
• While computing the sum of a subsequence, if at any time the sum 

becomes negative, we start considering sequences only starting at the 

next element.

• This is less intuitive than the other observations we made, but in my 

opinion not worth taking class time to cover in detail.

• But let's look at the linear algorithm and see if it is obvious that it is linear.
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Algorithm Analysis
• What's the point of that exercise:

– 1) get a feel for how to count how much work is being done in an 
algorithm

– 2) it is sometimes possible to reduce the running time of an 
algorithm down by exploiting facts about the problem.

– 3) it is good to think about such things in a course that mainly deals 
with data structures.  Any guesses as to why I say this?

– 4) it is sometimes difficult to exploit some things about the problem 
to make a more efficient algorithm
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